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The Autonomous Learner ModelThe Autonomous Learner Model

The Autonomous Learner Model for the The Autonomous Learner Model for the 

Gifted and Talented (ALM) was Gifted and Talented (ALM) was 

developed specifically to meet the developed specifically to meet the 

diversified cognitive, emotional, and diversified cognitive, emotional, and 

social needs of learners social needs of learners 



Profiles of LearnersProfiles of Learners

�� Type I    The SuccessfulType I    The Successful

�� Type II   The ChallengingType II   The Challenging

�� Type III  The UndergroundType III  The Underground

�� Type IV  The AtType IV  The At--riskrisk

�� Type V   The Twice Type V   The Twice 

ExceptionalExceptional

�� Type VI  The Autonomous Type VI  The Autonomous 

LearnerLearner







The Autonomous Learner ModelThe Autonomous Learner Model

�� Emphasis is placed on meeting the Emphasis is placed on meeting the 

individualized needs of the learner individualized needs of the learner 

through the use of activities in the five through the use of activities in the five 

major dimensions of the model:major dimensions of the model:

I.    OrientationI.    Orientation

II.   Individual DevelopmentII.   Individual Development

III.  EnrichmentIII.  Enrichment

IV.  SeminarsIV.  Seminars

V.   InV.   In--Depth StudyDepth Study



The Five Dimensions of the The Five Dimensions of the 

ModelModel







OrientationOrientation



















Individual DevelopmentIndividual Development



Individual Individual 

DevelopmentDevelopment

Provides learners with the Provides learners with the 

opportunity to develop the opportunity to develop the 

cognitive, emotional, social and cognitive, emotional, social and 

physical skills, concepts, and physical skills, concepts, and 

attitudes that necessary for lifeattitudes that necessary for life--

long learning.long learning.



EnrichmentEnrichment





Enrichment Enrichment 

DimensionDimension

�� Provided learners with the Provided learners with the 

opportunities to explore content opportunities to explore content 

that is not usually part of the that is not usually part of the 

everyday curriculum. everyday curriculum. 

–– Differentiation by the learnerDifferentiation by the learner



Enrichment Enrichment 

DimensionDimension

The highest level of learning is The highest level of learning is 

manifested when a learner has manifested when a learner has 

the freedom to select and to the freedom to select and to 

pursue content or topics in their pursue content or topics in their 

own style.own style.



SeminarsSeminars





SeminarSeminar

DimensionDimension

�� Is designed to give learners in Is designed to give learners in 

groups of three to five groups of three to five 

opportunities to:opportunities to:

–– Research a topicResearch a topic

–– Present it as a seminar to the Present it as a seminar to the 

rest of the class and other rest of the class and other 

interested peopleinterested people

–– Assess it by criteria selected Assess it by criteria selected 

and developed by the learnersand developed by the learners



Seminar Seminar 

DimensionDimension

�� If students are to become If students are to become 

learners, they must have the learners, they must have the 

opportunity for independent opportunity for independent 

individual and group learning individual and group learning 

which means having a structure which means having a structure 

that allows and promotes the that allows and promotes the 

development of new knowledge development of new knowledge 

for the individuals. for the individuals. 



Categories of SeminarsCategories of Seminars

�� FuturisticFuturistic

�� ProblematicProblematic

�� ControversialControversial

�� General InterestGeneral Interest

�� Advanced KnowledgeAdvanced Knowledge



InIn--Depth StudyDepth Study





InIn--Depth StudyDepth Study

DimensionDimension

�� Empowers learners to pursue Empowers learners to pursue 

areas of interest through the areas of interest through the 

development of a long term development of a long term 

small group or individual insmall group or individual in--

depth studies.depth studies.



InIn--Depth StudyDepth Study

DimensionDimension

�� The learners will determine:The learners will determine:

–– What will be learnedWhat will be learned

–– How it will be learnedHow it will be learned

–– How it will be presentedHow it will be presented

–– What facilitation will be What facilitation will be 

necessarynecessary

–– What the final product will beWhat the final product will be

–– How the learning process will How the learning process will 

be assessedbe assessed



InIn--Depth Study DimensionDepth Study Dimension

�� InIn--depth studies are usually depth studies are usually 

continued for a long period of continued for a long period of 

time.time.

�� Plans are developed by the Plans are developed by the 

learners, in cooperation  with the learners, in cooperation  with the 

teacher/facilitator, content teacher/facilitator, content 

specialist, and mentors.specialist, and mentors.



InIn--Depth StudyDepth Study

DimensionDimension

�� The plans are then implemented The plans are then implemented 

and completed by the learners with and completed by the learners with 

presentations being made at presentations being made at 

appropriate times until the appropriate times until the 

completion of the project.completion of the project.

�� A final presentation and A final presentation and 

assessment is given to all who are assessment is given to all who are 

involved and interestedinvolved and interested



Topic: The MoonTopic: The Moon

ExplorationExploration

�� Brainstorm & make a mind map Brainstorm & make a mind map 
of the different topics associated of the different topics associated 
with the moon.with the moon.

�� Find three poets who write Find three poets who write 
about the moon and share their about the moon and share their 
poetry with a friend.poetry with a friend.

�� Collect information about the Collect information about the 
manned flights to the moon.manned flights to the moon.

�� Interview the personnel at the Interview the personnel at the 
local planetariumlocal planetarium

�� Find three websites about the Find three websites about the 
moonmoon



Topic: The MoonTopic: The Moon

InvestigationsInvestigations

�� Write poetry or a story about Write poetry or a story about 
the man on the moon (Verbal the man on the moon (Verbal 
Linguistic)Linguistic)

�� Chart the phases of the moon Chart the phases of the moon 
for your location & make a for your location & make a 
moon watching calendar moon watching calendar 
(Logical Mathematical)(Logical Mathematical)

�� Demonstrate a moon dance or Demonstrate a moon dance or 
walk (Bodily Kinesthetic)walk (Bodily Kinesthetic)

�� Journal the effects that phases Journal the effects that phases 
of the moon have on people of the moon have on people 
from your observations from your observations 
(Interpersonal)(Interpersonal)



InvestigationsInvestigations

(continued)(continued)

�� MoodleMoodle (Intrapersonal)(Intrapersonal)

�� Create a pattern of rhythms Create a pattern of rhythms 
related to phases of the moon related to phases of the moon 
(Musical)(Musical)

�� Develop a model that portrays Develop a model that portrays 
the myths about the moon using the myths about the moon using 
five different geometric shapes five different geometric shapes 
(Spatial)(Spatial)

�� Develop a nature walk done by Develop a nature walk done by 
the light of the moon for your the light of the moon for your 
locality (Naturalist)locality (Naturalist)



Topic: The MoonTopic: The Moon

InIn--depth Studiesdepth Studies

�� Design a collection of original Design a collection of original 
poems based on myths about the poems based on myths about the 
moon.moon.

�� Create a photographic essay on Create a photographic essay on 
the thirteen moons of the Native the thirteen moons of the Native 
American Culture.American Culture.

�� Create a planetarium show Create a planetarium show 
about the roles & influences of about the roles & influences of 
moons in our solar system.moons in our solar system.

�� Complete an essay on the Complete an essay on the 
knowledge bases concerning the knowledge bases concerning the 
moon for the past century.moon for the past century.



OnOn--going Processinggoing Processing

�� What did you learn?What did you learn?

�� What do you experience?What do you experience?

�� And now what?And now what?
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ResourcesResources
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